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Name of project Development of a measurement system and method to determine the 

remaining life of a wind turbine structure 

Location / Country Germany 

Description Since 1990, more than 21.000 wind turbine generators (WTG) have been 

installed in Germany. Those were created by the manufacturer for a 20 year life 

span and therefore received an operating licence for the specific location (soil 

conditions) for 20 years from the construction supervisory board. Afterwards, 

the plants have to be de-installed, unless a remaining life of the turbine without 

increased security risks can be proved (especially stability of the WTG structure, 

i.e. tower and foundation).  

The manufacturer decides about the type of WTG according to the specific site 

(coastline, plain, forest, hill, etc.). He therefore calculates the vibrations during 

regular operation (i.e. material fatigue) at maximum possible wind conditions at 

that specific site, assuming permanent wind fluctuation, as well as the extreme 

load leading to cracks (by a 50 years storm,  gusts, etc.). The real operation 

conditions at individual sites are often less unfavourable than the operation 

loads and limit loads from the WTG draft, otherwise the site would have been in 

a higher class. That is why, under stability aspects, WTG can often operate for 

more than 20 years, which remarkably increases the profitability of a wind 

energy project. Nevertheless, in order to obtain an extension of the operation 

licence from the construction supervisory board, a remaining life and stability of 

the turbine have to be proven. 

Appropriate means to assess the stability of wind turbines are load 

measurements on the tower, determining actual vibrations of WTG at changing 

wind conditions. If the WTG vibrates as assumed or less at specific wind speeds, 

the elapsed service life can be calculated. A stronger vibration indicates a 

structure deterioration, which means the inspector has to search for loose screw 

joints and/or material fissures to better assess the WTG state in order to 

determine the remaining life. Furthermore, in terms of deconstruction and sale 

of a WTG, knowledge of the remaining life helps determining its exact value, as 

the buyer knows how long the WTG can still be operated. 

In order to meet this need for load measurements, the submitted project 

develops a measurement system and method with practical orientation to 

determine the remaining life of a WTG structure. 

Funding status Funded through public means 

Funds given by Euronorm GmbH on behalf of the Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology 

(BMWi) 
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